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Abstract

A key aspect of cloud computing is the promise of infinite, scalable resources, and that
cloud services should scale up and down on demand. This thesis investigates methods
for dynamic resource allocation and management of services in cloud datacenters,
introducing new approaches as well as improvements to established technologies.

Virtualization is a key technology for cloud computing as it allows several oper-
ating system instances to run on the same Physical Machine, PM, and cloud services
normally consists of a number of Virtual Machines, VMs, that are hosted on PMs.
In this thesis, a novel virtualization approach is presented. Instead of running each
PM isolated, resources from multiple PMs in the datacenter are disaggregated and ex-
posed to the VMs as pools of CPU, I/O and memory resources. VMs are provisioned
by using the right amount of resources from each pool, thereby enabling both larger
VMs than any single PM can host as well as VMs with tailor-made specifications for
their application. Another important aspect of virtualization is live migration of VMs,
which is the concept moving VMs between PMs without interruption in service. Live
migration allows for better PM utilization and is also useful for administrative pur-
poses. In the thesis, two improvements to the standard live migration algorithm are
presented, delta compression and page transfer reordering. The improvements can
reduce migration downtime, i.e., the time that the VM is unavailable, as well as the
total migration time. Postcopy migration, where the VM is resumed on the destination
before the memory content is transferred is also studied. Both userspace and in-kernel
postcopy algorithms are evaluated in an in-depth study of live migration principles
and performance.

Efficient mapping of VMs onto PMs is a key problem for cloud providers as PM
utilization directly impacts revenue. When services are accepted into a datacenter, a
decision is made on which PM should host the service VMs. This thesis presents a
general approach for service scheduling that allows for the same scheduling software
to be used across multiple cloud architectures. A number of scheduling algorithms to
optimize objectives like revenue or utilization are also studied. Finally, an approach
for continuous datacenter consolidation is presented. As VM workloads fluctuate and
server availability varies any initial mapping is bound to become suboptimal over
time. The continuous datacenter consolidation approach adjusts this VM-to-PM map-
ping during operation based on combinations of management actions, like suspend-
ing/resuming PMs, live migrating VMs, and suspending/resuming VMs. Proof-of-
concept software and a set of algorithms that allows cloud providers to continuously
optimize their server resources are presented in the thesis.
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Sammanfattning

En viktig engenskap hos cloud computing är löftet om oändliga och skalbara resurser,
dvs att molntjänster ska kunna skalas upp och ner efter behov. Denna doktorsavhan-
dling undersöker metoder för tilldelning och omfördelning av resurser i ett datacenter
för att förbättra robusthet, prestanda och kostnadseffektivitet.

En central teknik inom cloud computing är virtualisering, som tillåter flera in-
stanser av operativsystem att köra på samma maskin. Virtualisering lägger till ett
mjukvarulager, en hypervisor, ovanpå hårdvaruplattformen. Virtuella maskiner körs
ovanpå hypervisorn, som fördelar resurser till de virtuella gästmaskinerna. I avhand-
lingen presenteras en ny metod för virtualisering. Istället för att köra varje PM som en
isolerad ö, exponeras resurser från flera PM i datacentret som aggregerade resurspooler.
VMs kan sedan skapas genom att välja precis rätt mängd resurser från varje pool,
vilket möjliggör både större virtuella maskiner än storleken på den största PM samt
virtuella maskiner med skräddarsydda specifikationer för deras användning. En annan
aspekt av virtualisering är möjligheten att livemigrera VM mellan PMs i datacentret
eftersom det medför att VMs kan flyttas under körning utan avbrott. I avhandlingen
föreslås två förbättringar av standardalgoritmen för livemigrering, deltakomprimering
och dynamisk ändring av överföringsordningen för minnessidor. Dessa förbättringar
kan reducera nedtiden vid livemigrering, dvs tiden då en VM inte är tillgänglig, lik-
som den totala migreringstiden. Avhandlingen studerar också postcopy-migrering där
en VM startas på destinationen innan minnesinnehållet överförs. Både userspace och
in-kernel algoritmer utvärderas i en fördjupad studie av principer och prestanda för
livemigrering.

För att säkerställa en optimal mappning mellan VMs och PMs föreslås en generell
schemaläggningslösning för molntjänster. Denna metod gör det möjligt att använda
samma schemaläggningsprogramvara i flera distributionsscenarier, och att använda
olika algoritmer för att maximera faktorer som intäkt eller resursutnyttjande. En
metod för kontinuerlig konsolidering av resurser i datacenter presenteras också. Med
tiden blir den initiala mappingen mellan VMs och PMs suboptimal, eftersom arbets-
belastningen hos VMs varierar och så även PM-tillgängligheten. För att hantera detta
problem justeras VM till PM-mappningen under drift med hjälp av kombinationer
av grundläggande administrationsåtgärder, nämligen att pausa och återuppta PMs,
livemigrera VMs, och att pausa och återuppta VMs. Den föreslagna lösningen består
av programvara och en uppsättning algoritmer som gör att molninfrastrukturlever-
antörer kontinuerligt kan optimera användningen av sina hårdvaruresurser oavsett ar-
betsbelastningen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cloud Computing promises access to virtually infinite, scalable resources that
can be provisioned on demand [30]. However, applying this model to real-
world datacenters is associated with several problems, for example, scaling of
cloud services is hard and often requires that applications are re-written to take
advantage of the cloud model. It is also hard to achieve good utilization of re-
sources in a datacenter. In order not to risk hampered performance and broken
Service Level Agreements, SLAs, Physical Machines, PMs are often underpro-
visioned. A related problem is that the workloads of most cloud applications
are user-driven which means that their hardware resource demands are vari-
able and non-deterministic. Sudden changes in usage patterns can make the
previous mapping of Virtual Machines, VMs, onto the PMs non-optimal and
in need of update.

The focus of this thesis is techniques, algorithms, and methods for dy-
namic resource management in cloud environments. A general architecture for
scheduling of VMs in di↵erent deployment scenarios is proposed and investi-
gated, as well as a number of scheduling algorithms in both static and dynamic
pricing scenarios. To tackle the problem of non-deterministic VM resource de-
mands, an approach for datacenter consolidation, or continuous optimization
of scheduling in a datacenter, is introduced.

An important mechanism in this re-placement of VMs is the ability to
move, or migrate, a VM from one physical host to another. If the migration
is performed in such a way that the connected clients do not perceive any
service interruption, it is known as live migration. Live migration is useful in
many scenarios, for example, server consolidation is made easier if VMs do not
have to be shut down before they are moved. The technique is also used for
administrative purposes, for example, live migrating VMs to other hosts if a
server needs to be taken o↵-line for some reason. Live migration is not limited
to a single datacenter but can also be utilized to transfer VMs between cloud
sites over Wide Area Networks, WANs.

The underlying concepts of live migration are investigated and a number
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of improvements are proposed and evaluated. These improvements focus on
reducing migration downtime, during which service is interrupted, and also
reducing the amount of transmitted data as well as the total migration time.
Di↵erent approaches to live migration are discussed and experimental evalua-
tions are used to illustrate their properties and determine their suitability in a
number of scenarios.

The thesis also presents a novel approach to virtualization, server disag-
gregation, where hardware resources from several PMs are made available in
aggregated pools of CPU, I/O, and memory. Server disaggregation facilitates
a seamless increase of the amount of resources that are allocated to a VM,
a concept known as vertical elasticity. Because most applications can take
advantage of vertical elasticity without modifications, the use of server disag-
gregation means that more applications can benefit from running in a cloud
environment.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a short intro-
duction to cloud computing, cloud services, and the concept of VM scheduling.
Chapter 3 discusses enabling technologies for cloud computing, such as vir-
tualization and live migration, and introduces algorithms for improved live
migration performance as well as a novel approach for de-coupling of resources
from PMs, server disaggregation. The introductory chapters are followed by
Chapter 4, in which the thesis contributions are summarized. Finally, the seven
papers are presented.
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Chapter 2

Cloud Resource

Management

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can
be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management e↵ort or service
provider interaction [30]. These resources can be accessed using three service
models, Software as a Service where applications in the cloud are made avail-
able to customers over a network, Platform as a Service where developers can
create applications using programming tools and libraries provided by the cloud
provider and finally, Infrastructure as a Service where operators can provision
computing resources and deploy arbitrary software on them. Note that the
users has no control over the underlying hardware resources, as there is a layer
of abstraction between these users and the fundamental computing resources.

Cloud computing shares many ideas with the field of grid computing [22],
especially the concept of infinite, scalable resources and metered service. How-
ever, in grid environments the user often pays (or is granted) in advance for
a certain amount of resource consumption, e.g., CPU hours, while in cloud
environments, users are charged on a pay-per-use basis, e.g., in terms of an
hourly price to run a certain VM instance [15]. Another di↵erence between
cloud and grid computing is that grid computing typically handles jobs, the
batch execution of software that often has a known start and finish time, while
cloud computing mainly handles provisioning of user-driven services that are
less predictable in terms of resource needs.

A service is commonly defined as functionality accessible at a network end-
point. In the context of this thesis, however, a cloud service denotes a VM or
a collection of VMs configured to run an application or an application stack.
These services may consist of one or several components. The functional and
non-functional requirements of the service, such as elasticity bounds or SLA
terms, are described in a document that is bundled with the service.
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The lifecycle of a cloud service consists of four phases, as illustrated in
Figure 1. In the construction phase, the service is packaged as a VM or a set of
VMs along with terms and conditions for hosting the service. The deployment
phase involves negotiating SLAs, transferring of the service to the selected
cloud provider and starting it, whereas in the operation phase, the service is
running. Finally, the undeployment phase concerns shutting down the service
and releasing its resources.

UndeploymentOperationDeploymentConstruction

Figure 1: Lifecycle of a cloud service.

2.1 Service Deployment

During the deployment phase, the service and its resources are transferred to
the provider where it is to be hosted and configured to run correctly. This
phase consists of several steps, including discovery of available providers and
filtering these with respect to geographical or legislative criteria. Requests for
hosting the service are then sent to the suitable providers. After a negotia-
tion phase [20], one or more providers are selected and the packaged service is
transferred to the provider. Before the service can be started, it also has to be
configured correctly for the selected provider, a process known as contextual-
ization [13].

In cloud computing, there are several service deployment scenarios, such as
public clouds, private clouds, bursted cloud and federated clouds [12, 35, 39, 47].
Services can be placed within a specific cloud or several cloud providers can
collaborate, meaning that a service can be placed on any of the providers, or
split among them. This gives rise to di↵erent requirements and provides a
certain degree of flexibility. Paper V introduces a general software package for
scheduling and deploying VMs in multiple scenarios.

2.1.1 Scheduling of Services

Scheduling, or placement, of services is the process of deciding where services
should be hosted. Scheduling is a part of the service deployment process and
can take place both externally to the cloud, i.e., deciding on which cloud
provider the service should be hosted, and internally, i.e., deciding which PM
in a datacenter a VM should be run on. For external placement, the decision
on where to host a service can be taken either by the owner of the service,
or a third-party brokering service. In the first case, the service owner main-
tains a catalog of cloud providers and performs the negotiation with them for
terms and costs of hosting the service. In the later case, the brokering service
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takes responsibility for both discovery of cloud providers and the negotiation
process [47].

Regarding internal placement, the decision of which PMs in the datacenter
a service should be hosted by is taken when the service is admitted into the
infrastructure. Depending on criteria such as the current load of the PMs, the
size of the service and any a�nity or anti-a�nity constraints [23], i.e., rules
for co-location of service components, one or more PMs are selected to run
the VMs that constitute the service. Figure 2 illustrates a scenario with new
services of di↵erent sizes (small, medium, and large) arriving into a datacenter
where a number of services are already running.

S
M

LS

S

S

S

M

S
S

M

S
M

L

New Services

Figure 2: Internal scheduling of VMs in a datacenter.

The scheduling of services in a datacenter is often performed with respect
to some high-level goal [36], like reducing energy consumption, increasing uti-
lization [37] and performance [27] or maximizing revenue [17, 38]. However,
during operation of the datacenter, the initial placement of a service might no
longer be suitable, due to variations in application and PM load. Events like
arrival of new services, existing services being shut down or services being mi-
grated out of the datacenter can also a↵ect the quality of the initial placement.
To avoid drifting too far from an optimal placement, thus reducing e�ciency
and utilization of the datacenter, scheduling should be performed repeatedly
during operation. Information from monitoring probes [23], and events such as
timers, arrival of new services, or startup and shutdown of PMs can be used to
determine when to update the mapping between VMs and PMs. An approach
to perform such continuous datacenter consolidation is presented in Paper VII.
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2.1.2 Scheduling Algorithms

Scheduling of VMs can be considered as a multi-dimensional type of the Bin
Packing [10] problem, where VMs with varying CPU, I/O, and memory require-
ments are placed on PMs in such a way that resource utilization and/or other
objectives are maximized. The problem can be addressed, e.g., by using integer
linear programming [52] or by performing an exhaustive search of all possible
solutions. However, as the problem is complex and the number of possible solu-
tions grow rapidly with the amount of PMs and VMs, such approaches can be
both time and resource consuming. A more resource e�cient, and faster, way
is the use of greedy approaches like the First-Fit algorithm that places a VM on
the first available PM that can accommodate it. However, such approximation
algorithms do not normally generate optimal solutions. All in all, approaches
to solving the scheduling problem often lead to a trade-o↵ between the time to
find a solution and the quality of the solution found.

Hosting a service in the cloud comes at a cost, as most cloud providers
are driven by economical incentives. However, the service workload and the
available capacity in a datacenter can vary heavily over time, e.g., cyclic during
the week but also more randomly [5]. It is therefore beneficial for providers to
be able to dynamically adjust prices over time to match the variation in supply
and demand. Paper VI investigates a number of algorithms for scheduling of
services onto cloud providers under dynamic pricing conditions, ranging from
simple heuristics to combinatorial optimization techniques.
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Chapter 3

Enabling Technologies

This chapter discusses enabling technologies for cloud computing and manage-
ment of cloud services.

3.1 Virtualization Technologies

Virtualization is the concept of running one or more VMs on top of the same
hardware. Virtualization is a mature concept and has been used since the
1960s [11]. The physical machine is referred to as the host and the virtual-
ized operating system instances are known as guests, or more commonly, VMs.
Applications hosted in VMs are isolated from each other and the underlying
hardware. Provisioning and sharing of the common hardware resources between
the operating system instances, which does not normally need to be virtualiza-
tion aware, is normally handled by a software layer known as a hypervisor [7].
In contrast to a full emulator, the hypervisor does not emulate the processor
but instead makes use of CPU self-virtualization to provide a virtualized inter-
face to the real hardware. Such virtualization extensions have been present in
mainstream CPUs from Intel and AMD since 2005 and because this hardware-
accelerated virtualization results in less complex hypervisors and better VM
performance [31], the use of virtualization has increased dramatically since its
introduction [46, 32].

A common approach to virtualization is full virtualization where a com-
plete hardware platform is simulated. The VMs run on top of the virtualized
hardware and do not have to be modified in any way. In fact, they need not be
aware that they are running in a virtualized environment. Examples of hyper-
visors providing full virtualization are KVM [21], VMware [51] and Microsoft
Virtual PC [1]. If the simulated platform is not identical to the underlying
hardware this type of virtualization is known as paravirtualization. Because
the interface presented to the guest operating system di↵ers slightly from the
hardware, the operating system needs to be modified before it can run on the
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virtualized platform. An example of a paravirtualization hypervisor is Xen [7].
The ability to run several operating system instances on the same hardware

is important as it facilitates administration, better resource utilization and
reduced power consumption [50]. Because virtualization provides the ability to
quickly provision pre-configured VM instances, it is an enabling technology for
cloud computing [6]. Virtualization also enables scalability and centralization of
administrative functionality in cloud environments. Figure 3 shows an example
of a small virtualized infrastructure. In this example, two servers running a
hypervisor platform are used as hosts for the VMs and a shared storage solution
is used to store the VMs’ disk images.

Hypervisor Hypervisor

VM VM VM VM VM

Figure 3: Example of a virtualized infrastructure.

3.1.1 Server Disaggregation

Server disaggregation is a novel concept where the CPU, I/O, and memory
resources of multiple PMs are aggregated and made available in pools of CPU,
I/O, and memory, respectively. VMs can then be provisioned using precisely
the right amount of resources from each pool, thereby tailoring the VMs to the
application’s needs without being restricted by the limitations of individual
PMs. The server disaggregation approach also allows for creation of larger
VMs than a single PM can host, making it useful for big data applications. In
contrast to traditional virtualization, where a VM runs on top of exactly one
host, server disaggregation allows VMs to use resources from several PMs, as
illustrated in Figure 4.

One motivation for server disaggregation is that CPU development is no
longer following Moore’s law [29]. CPU speeds are not increasing as fast as
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Hypervisor

Memory Cloud

VM VM VM VM VM

Compute Cloud I/O Cloud

Memory 
Aggregation

Compute 
Aggregation

I/O 
Aggregation

Figure 4: Example of a disaggregated virtualized infrastructure.

before and instead, the industry has moved towards parallelism with proces-
sors featuring more cores [16]. The same applies to RAM and disk where,
from the CPU perspective, disk access has actually become slower over the last
30 years [40]. However, as seen in Figure 5, network bandwidth continues to
increase rapidly. New interfaces such as Infiniband [19] are providing inter-
connect speeds that are approaching internal bus speeds [40] and techniques
like Remote Direct Memory Access, RDMA, are enabling fast access to remote
memory. This means that the performance penalty for using cores from remote
PMs is decreasing.

Today, with data from transactional enterprise applications, social net-
works, mobile devices, etc, the amount of data that needs to be processed
is growing steadily and petabyte data sets are no longer exceptional [49]. To
work upon such large data sets, large amounts of vertically scalable computing
resources are required. By using server disaggregation, large VMs can be pro-
visioned using resources from multiple PMs. Moreover, as these VMs can be
scaled vertically (re-sized) on-demand by adding more resources without con-
sidering the boundaries of a single PM, vertical scaling can be used instead of
horizontal scaling (increasing the number of VMs), which is the most common
solution for scaling in datacenters today. Because most applications need to
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Figure 5: Development of network performance since 1979.

be adapted to benefit from horizontal scaling but usually need no modification
for vertical scaling, the use of server disaggregation means that more types of
applications can benefit from running in a cloud environment.

Performance of running applications can increase as the need for using disk
as secondary storage is reduced when remote memory can be accessed. Nodes
can also be purpose-built specifically for I/O, memory or CPU performance.
Management and administration of the system is also simplified. Running ap-
plications on a few larger VMs instead of many small ones reduces complexity
with respect to software installation, synchronization etc. Due to this improved
scalability, increased PM utilization and simplified administration, server dis-
aggregation shows great potential for cost savings in data center operations.

Another benefit of using server disaggregation, besides vertical scalability,
is that it simplifies VM scheduling to the one-dimensional problem of allocating
the right amount of resources from each pool. This can in turn lead to higher
utilization of the PMs in the datacenter [42]. To summarize, these benefits
mean that server disaggregation is a candidate for becoming the next step in
the evolution of datacenters, illustrated in Figure 6.

Paper IV contains an architecture and reference implementation of a key
concept in server disaggregation, memory scaleout. The approach is evaluated
by running benchmarks and enterprise software with varying amounts of remote
memory while measuring application performance.

3.2 Live Migration

One advantage of virtualization is that VMs can be migrated from one physical
host to another. In order to do this, the VM’s state, which consists of its
RAM content and any disk images associated with it, must be transferred.
To perform this (cold) migration of a VM, it is first suspended, whereupon
the VM’s memory content is written to a file. This file, the VM’s description
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No virtualization

Basic
Consolidation

Flexible Resource
Management (cloud)

Resource Disaggregation

Figure 6: Evolution of virtualization in datacenters.

file, and its disk images are then transfered to the new host where the VM’s
execution is resumed.

However, if the VM continues to run during the transfer of its state, the
migration can be performed with no perceivable interruption in service for the
connected clients. Such VM migration is known as live migration and was first
demonstrated by Clark et al. [9]. Notably, even when using live migration the
VM is suspended for a short while, in order to transfer the complete state, as
the VMs memory and disk are constantly updated during execution. While
the VM is suspended, it is not accessible so this migration downtime must be
very short to achieve the goal of no perceivable service interruption.

Live migration is normally performed within the same datacenter where the
disk images are kept on a network storage device accessible to both the source
and the destination hosts, which means that the disk images do not need to be
migrated. If the VM is migrated within the same IP address space, an Address
Resolution Protocol, ARP [33] message is used to notify clients of the VM’s
new location when the migration is complete.

Today, live migration is supported by most hypervisors, such as Xen [7],
KVM [21], and VMware [51] which all perform live migration with downtimes
ranging from tens of milliseconds to a second when migrating non-demanding
workloads over LANs. However, live migration performance is highly a↵ected
by the type of workload the VM is running and the available bandwidth of the
network link it is migrated over [43].

3.2.1 Approaches to Live Migration

Currently, there are two main approaches to live migration, both designed to
live migrate VMs with minimal disruption. However, they di↵er in fundamental
principles. The conceptual di↵erence between them is at what point during the
migration process the execution switches from the source to the destination.
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VM
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Figure 7: In-datacenter (LAN) and cross-datacenter (WAN) migration.

Precopy Live Migration

With precopy migration the VM state is transferred in the background in a
series of iterations while the source VM is running and responding to requests.
When enough of the state has been transferred, the source VM is suspended to
stop further memory writes. The decision on when to switch is typically based
on the amount of memory remaining to transfer, or the switch can be forced
after a set amount of time. After the VM has been suspended, the remaining
state is transferred and the VM is finally resumed on the destination host.

Suspend VM
at source

Resume VM
at destination

Transfer CPU state
and remaining pages

Migration downtime

Total migration time

Transfer 
dirty pages

Suspend VM
at source

Transfer 
CPU state

Resume VM
at destination

Pull remaining 
pages

Migration downtime

Total migration time

Figure 8: Precopy (left) and postcopy (right) migration.
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Postcopy Migration

When using postcopy migration, only the CPU state is transferred before the
VM is resumed on the destination. This means that the execution switch
from source to destination is almost immediate and the migration downtime is
normally very short. The remaining state is then pulled from the source over the
network, either on demand, pre-emptively or using a combination of the two.
Figure 8 highlights the algorithmic principles of precopy (left) and postcopy
(right) live migration. In the figure, the concepts of migration downtime and
total migration time are also illustrated.

In-kernel Migration

The part of the hypervisor that handles the live migration process normally
resides in userspace. This means that to transfer the contents of a memory page
from the source to the destination, it has first to be copied from kernel space
to userspace on the source host, transferred to the destination host, and finally
copied from userspace to kernel space on the destination. This ping-pong in and
out of kernel space adds overhead to the migration process thereby prolonging
migration time and wasting resources. However, by using techniques such as
RDMA it is possible to copy the page content directly from the kernel space on
the source host to kernel space on the destination host. Paper IV investigates
the e↵ects of this approach on live migration performance.

WAN Migration

Migration can also be performed between datacenters over a WAN, as illus-
trated in Figure 7. However, WAN migration poses a number of di�culties
compared to LAN migration. Firstly, a storage migration [54] must be per-
formed, as it is not feasible to use a network storage device to share the disk
images between the datacenters due to latency and performance issues. Stor-
age migration, which is the concept of transferring the VMs disk image during
operation, can be performed in a similar manner as memory migration, i.e., the
storage blocks are transferred over the network from the source to the destina-
tion while the VM is running. If the precopy approach is used, blocks that are
updated during this process have to be re-transferred, however, because disk
writes are slower than memory updates, storage migration often requires less
transfer iterations than memory migration [54].

Another di�culty is that, in contrast to LAN migration, the IP address
space often di↵ers between datacenters. Techniques to overcome this issue
include, e.g., IP tunneling, Mobile IP, and light path reservation. Although
hypervisor support for live migration usually is limited to LAN migration, live
WAN migration has been demonstrated in several contributions [4, 8, 18, 34,
48, 53], mainly using variations on the precopy approach.
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3.2.2 Live Migration Performance

Regardless of which live migration approach that is used, the main objective is
that users of the migrated VM should not perceive any interruption in service.
Apart from this continuous operation objective, live migration performance
can be measured in a number of ways. The total migration time and the
migration downtime are obvious metrics, shorter times implying a more e�-
cient algorithm. However, the resource consumption of an algorithm is also
important because live migration is aimed to be transparent and e�cient. An
algorithm that consumes excessive resources risks a↵ecting the performance of
the migrating VM as well as any co-located VMs in a negative manner. Also,
network and compute resources are valuable and should not be wasted if it can
be avoided. In this section, we discuss a couple of methods to tackle the chal-
lenges of resource consumption, extended migration downtime and performance
degradation and thus improve live migration performance.

When migrating VMs running CPU and/or memory intensive workloads,
the migration downtime can easily reach several seconds or more [26, 41, 45].
In such cases, there is a high risk of service interruption, e.g., due to missed
database timers or dropped network connections. To reduce the migration
downtime, the memory pages can be compressed before transfer. Because less
data is transferred in each iteration, the live migration process has a higher
probability of keeping up with the pace with which the VM is writing to its
memory. This means that the amount of data remaining to transfer when
the source VM is suspended can be reduced, thereby shortening the migration
downtime. In Paper I, a delta compression algorithm that is aimed at short-
ening migration downtime is proposed and evaluated. The algorithm works by
reducing the amount of transferred data during the iterative phase of precopy
live migration. The use of compression to improve live migration performance
has also been proposed by Wood et al. [53]. Their strategy to increase live
migration performance between cloud sites involves data deduplication [28]
techniques in addition to compression.

The complete memory content of the VM is transferred from the source to
the destination host during live migration. As RAM sizes of several gigabytes
are not uncommon and precopy live migration tends to re-sends the same RAM
pages several times, such live migration often involves transferring large data
volumes. This leads to long total migration times. Even though compression
techniques reduce the amount of transferred data, they do not necessarily re-
duce the number of page re-sends. To tackle this problem, Paper II proposes
and evaluates a page reordering technique that reduces the amount of trans-
mitted data by sending the memory pages in reverse order of usage frequency
to avoid re-transfers. In a related contribution, Zheng et al. [54] leverage block
update frequency when performing storage migration. Their idea is similar
to the dynamic page transfer reordering scheme [45] but for storage migration
instead of memory migration.

As postcopy migration algorithms only transfer pages once, this approach
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does not have the same drawback of excessive resource usage as precopy ap-
proaches. However, as postcopy algorithms pull missing pages from the source
host over the network, performance for applications running in the migrated
VM can su↵er after the execution is moved from the source to the destination.
Paper IV [43] investigates this problem and evaluates an in-kernel hybrid live
migration algorithm that addresses this issue by adding a short precopy phase
to a postcopy algorithm.
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Chapter 4

Thesis Contributions

This section summarizes the contributions of the papers that make up this
thesis.

4.1 Paper I

Paper I [41] investigates the use of delta compression techniques to tackle the
problem of memory pages being updated faster than they can be transferred
over the network during live migration. By compressing the data stream during
the transfer, migration throughput is increased, reducing the risk of the dirty-
ing rate being higher than migration throughput. This means that migration
downtime can be reduced. The delta compression extension studied in the pa-
per is implemented as a modification to the standard KVM precopy algorithm
and the performance of the algorithm is evaluated by migrating VMs running
both real-world and benchmark applications. The evaluation demonstrates a
significant decrease in migration downtime in all of the test cases, with a de-
crease of a factor of 100 in one case. Paper I also discusses some general e↵ects
of delta compression on live migration and contains an analysis of when it is
beneficial to use the delta compression technique. The XBZRLE live migra-
tion algorithm proposed in this paper has recently been included in the o�cial
Qemu-KVM distribution [2].

4.2 Paper II

Paper II [45] introduces a live migration algorithm where the pages are trans-
ferred in a non-sequential order based on the page dirtying frequency. The
algorithm, called Dynamic Page Transfer Reordering, is designed to reduce the
number of page re-sends during migration thereby reducing the total amount
of data being sent which in turn leads to a shorter migration time. The page
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dirtying frequency is tracked by adding a priority bitmap on top of the stan-
dard KVM dirty page bitmap. As pages are being dirtied, they move down in
priority. Since the algorithm transfers pages by order of priority the frequently
dirtied pages are not transferred until the end of the migration process, reduc-
ing the risk of having to re-send them. The algorithm also includes the delta
compression techniques from Paper I [41]. To evaluate the performance of the
algorithm, a video streaming server as well as a benchmark application is live
migrated. In the evaluation, total migration time was reduced by around 35%,
and network bandwidth consumption lowered by 26% to 39%.

4.3 Paper III

In order to advance live migration beyond incremental performance improve-
ments to existing algorithms, it is important to gain a deeper understanding of
the live migration problem itself and its underlying principles. Paper III [43] is
an in-depth study of live migration. It takes a step back and investigates the
essential characteristics of live migration by identifying 5 fundamental prop-
erties, continuous service, low resource usage, robustness, predictability, and
transparency. These properties are then used to investigate, categorize, and
compare precopy, postcopy, and hybrid algorithms, including both well-known
techniques and a novel RDMA in-kernel approach. A set of experiments is also
performed where virtual machines with large memory sizes hosting workloads
with high page dirtying rates are migrated to expose di↵erences and limita-
tions of the di↵erent approaches. The results from the experiments are used
to validate the analysis of the fundamental properties. Finally, guidelines are
provided for which approach to use in di↵erent scenarios.

4.4 Paper IV

Vertical elasticity, or scale-up of individual VMs, is hard to perform in today’s
cloud environments due to limitations in the amount of hardware resources
available in single servers. To address this, Paper IV [42] investigates the con-
cept of server disaggregation. This novel technique adds another abstraction
layer on top of the hardware in order to divide CPU, memory, and I/O re-
sources into pools which can be utilized to seamlessly provision VMs with the
right amount of resources. In this paper, a reference architecture for server
disaggregation is presented and implemented with key functionalities such as
transparent and resilient memory aggregation and fast live migration. The
approach is validated by a demonstration using benchmarks and a real-world
big-data application. Performance results indicate a very low overhead, around
6%, when using aggregated memory as well as a significant improvement in live
migration performance.
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4.5 Paper V

The cloud computing landscape has developed into a spectrum of cloud archi-
tectures, resulting in a broad range of management tools for similar operations
but specialized for certain deployment scenarios. This both hinders the e�-
cient reuse of algorithmic innovations and increases the heterogeneity between
di↵erent management systems. In Paper V [24] a unified model to overcome
these problems is proposed. Di↵erent cloud models are analyzed to find simi-
larities and common factors in order to build a software architecture for service
deployment in cloud environments, the Service Deployment Optimizer, SDO.
The SDO is capable of deploying services across all common cloud scenarios.
The design of the SDO framework is validated through a demonstration of how
it can be used to deploy services, perform bursting and brokering, as well as
mediate a cloud federation in the context of the OPTIMIS Toolkit [14].

4.6 Paper VI

Extending on Paper V, Paper VI [25] studies service placement under dynamic
pricing scenarios. Until now, most research on service placement has focused
on static pricing scenarios, where cloud providers o↵er their resources at fixed
prices. However, with the recent trend of dynamic pricing of cloud resources [3],
where the price of a compute resource can vary, e.g., depending on the available
capacity and load of the provider, new placement algorithms are needed. In
Paper VI, the SDO scheduling software from Paper V is used to investigate
a number of dynamic pricing scheduling algorithms to optimize cost, ranging
from heuristics to combinatorial optimization. The proposed algorithms are
then evaluated by deploying a set of services across multiple cloud providers.
Finally, the tradeo↵ between quality of solution and execution time for the
algorithms is studied are analyzed.

4.7 Paper VII

Paper VII [44], introduces a model for continuous consolidation of resources in
datacenters. E�cient mapping of VMs onto PMs is a key problem for cloud
infrastructure providers as hardware utilization directly impacts revenue. To-
day, this mapping is commonly performed only when new VMs are created,
but as VM workloads fluctuate and PM availability varies, any initial mapping
is bound to become suboptimal over time. In Paper VII, methods and algo-
rithms are developed to optimize the resource utilization and minimize power
consumption of a datacenter, thereby increasing the revenue for the provider.
The approach includes a set of heuristic methods for continuous optimization
of the VM-to-PM mapping based on combinations of fundamental management
actions, namely suspending and resuming PMs and VMs, and live migrating
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VMs. To verify the real-world validity of the approach, a proof-of-concept dat-
acenter management system is designed and implemented with the proposed
algorithms. The complete continuous datacenter consolidation approach is then
evaluated through a combination of simulations and real experiments where our
system provisions a workload of benchmark applications. The results indicate
that the proposed algorithms are feasible, the combined management approach
achieves the best results, and that the VM suspend and resume mechanism has
the largest impact on revenue.
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